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of the land.. The inhabitants of the land, you have already got the 4J4 in

inhabit, dwellers in the land, I think, or inhabitants of the land. Yes.

Mr. Hayes, continue .....

Now, how do you get shall out of that? Yes. Has this become?

Now that's a good point. It is dynamic. It doesn't say, Was there a con

dition like this. It is did things like this happen. Did it come into this

condithn. Did it happen thus? Has it been, in the sanse of has it happened?

Has it become? Has this become' Has such a thing come to pass, continuing

Mr. Hayes9.........

AAM: Yes, in your days, talking to the old men. They have got a

loté more days than the young men$' have. In all the days you have had has

such a thing happened. Continuing......

AAM: Yes, now that is very interesting. we-im Im usually means,

"if", doesn't it? Even if you think of the days of your fathers. Or if in

the days of your fathers. Is it just an ordinary "or,"t idt or is there a

definite "if" meaning $'involved in it? It would be interestdg to look at

parallels and see what BDB says about it, and see what the meaning mght

be in this im here. It doesn't seem to me to be just "or". You could just

use a waw for that, couldn't you? Has this been in your days, and in the

days of your fathers?

Mr. A........




6. .

AAM: That's an interesting question. You say, usually used with

an interrogative, but how is it used with an interoggative? To continue ....

WA: The two go together 7

AAM: Yes, now that's very interesting add we could look into that.

It would be good to look into Gesenius, or into 3DB, and see what they

say about that. Very interesting, and next verse. Mr. Meznar.

LM; I don't think I can do that one.

AAM: Why not? Well, start in and see how far you can get on it.

Your children, and your children tell to their thildren, and their

children to another generation. In other words, this situation is such a
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